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Always establishes purpose  Usually establishes purpose Seldom sets purpose for Never sets purpose for  
for reading. for reading. reading. reading.

Always previews book  Usually previews book before  Seldom previews book  Never previews book  
before reading (e.g., looks  reading (e.g., looks at pictures  before reading (e.g., looks   before reading. 
at pictures and charts). and charts). at pictures and charts). 

Readily chooses books that  Usually chooses books that  Seldom chooses books that  Cannot choose books 
are at appropriate reading  are at appropriate reading are at appropriate reading that are at appropriate 
level; recognizes if book is  level; recognizes if book is too level; does not recognize if reading level. 
too difficult. difficult. book is too difficult. 

Readily abandons a book  After some time will abandon  Seldom abandons a book  Never abandons a book  
if it does not interest  a book if it does not interest even if it does not interest that does not interest 
him/her. him/her. him/her. him/her.

Uses at least four different  Uses at least three different  Uses at least two different  Has no strategies to use  
strategies when compre- strategies when comprehen- strategies when comprehen- when comprehension 
hension breaks down. sion breaks down. sion breaks down. breaks down.

Reads fluently; rate and  Reads fluently; rate and into- Fluency is marginal; rate is  Fluency is weak; rate is 
intonation are better than  nation are average. 75% of average grade-level less than 75% of average 
average.  rate. grade-level rate.

Accurately retells all details. Retells most details. Retells only main points. Can retell only a little  
   bit of reading.

Asks profound questions  Asks some questions about  Seldom asks questions about Never asks questions  
about passage; displays  passage; displays some critical- passage; does not display about passage. 
critical-thinking skills. thinking skills. critical-thinking skills. 

Integrates relevant text  Integrates some background  Integrates little background Cannot integrate back- 
information with back- knowledge with text infor- knowledge with text infor- ground knowledge with 
ground knowledge to  mation to comprehend mation to comprehend text information to 
comprehend passage. passage. passage. comprehend passage.

Automatically recognizes a  Automatically recognizes an  Automatically recognizes  Lacks automaticity of 
large bank of vocabulary;  average amount of words; has most familiar words; has at familiar words; has no 
can readily break down  at least three strategies to least two strategies to break strategy for identifying 
unfamiliar words. break up unfamiliar words. up unfamiliar words. unfamiliar words.

Effectively and efficiently  Effectively uses graphophonics  Seldom uses graphophonics  Struggles to use grapho- 
uses graphophonics to  to decode unfamiliar words in to decode unfamiliar words phonics to decode 
decode unfamiliar words  a passage. in a passage. unfamiliar words in 
in a passage.   a passage.

Effectively and efficiently  Often uses the semantic Seldom uses the semantic Struggles to use the  
uses the semantic cueing  cueing system to read cueing system to read semantic cueing system 
system to read unfamiliar  unfamiliar words in a passage. unfamiliar words in a  to read unfamiliar 
words in a passage.  passage. words in a passage.

Effectively and efficiently  Often uses the syntax cueing  Seldom uses the syntax  Struggles to use the 
uses the syntax cueing  system to read unfamiliar cueing system to read syntax cueing system 
system to read unfamiliar  words in a passage. unfamiliar words in a to read unfamiliar 
words in passage.  passage. words in a passage.

TOTAL SCORE: ____ /39 
(Acceptable score is 31 or 80%)
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